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論文要旨：

Echinococcus multi locular is, a worldwide zoonotic parasite, causes alveolar

echinococcosis that is of great public health concern. The parasite requires two mammalian 

hosts, a definitive host (carnivores) and an intermediate host (mostly wild rodents), to 

complete i ts l i fe cycle. For decades, i t has been developed as an experimental model to study 

host-parasite interplay. The excretory-secretory (ES) proteins of parasites have been found to 

be crucial for their survival inside and outside of the host organisms by acting as virulence 

factors or host immune responses modulators. In addition, transmembrane (TM ) proteins, as a 

group of membrane proteins, are involved in many important biological processes. Thus, ES 

and TM  proteins received great attention as antigen proteins for vaccine or drug development 

that aimed to cure or prevent E. multi locular is infection. However, only very few candidate 

proteins have been identi f ied due to the lack of systematic understanding of E. multi locular is

genome and gene expression detai ls. Unti l recently, the E. multi locular is genome sequence 

has been resolved, which largely faci l itated the identif ication of antigen famil ies that possess 

high potentials for developing diagnostic assays, vaccines, and drugs. In order to diagnose and 

prevent the infection of E. multi locular is at a very early stage, discovery of/exploring 

potential antigen candidate proteins that are expressed during oncospheres and early 

metacestode larva stage would be important. Thus, it is invaluable to dissect the gene 

expression profi le E. multi locular is at a stage-specif ic manner. In this thesis, we used 

next-generation sequencing approach to investigate gene expression dynamics at different 
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stages of E. multi locular is (Nemuro strain). 

In this work, seven E. multi locular is mRNA samples from non-activated oncospheres 

(Nonc), activated oncospheres (Aonc), 4-week immature metacestodes (4Wmet), 16-weeks 

mature metacestodes (16Wmet), and in vitro cultivated metacestodes small vesicles (Cmet) 

were col lected to profi l ing the gene expression dynamics at different stages of the parasite 

development. The single-end (s4Wmet and s16Wmet) and pair-end (pNonc, pA onc, p4Wmet, 

pCmet) sequencing gave 700 mill ion clean reads with > 90% of  al l  bases having Phred scores 

above 30. M oreover, most of de novo assembled contigs could be matched to the reference 

genome of E. multi locular is, which indicated that al l  sequenced reads of the seven samples 

and the assembled contigs of pair-end sequencing samples were rel iable.

The gene expression prof i le analysis revealed that amyloid beta A4 protein, some 

diagnostic antigen GP50 gene isoforms, antigen EG95 family, major egg antigen (HSP20) and 

Tetraspanin 3 were dominantly expressed in activated oncospheres, while Antigen B subunits 

(EmAgB8/1, 2,3 and 4), Tetraspanin 5 and 6, tegumental protein and Antigen 5 family were 

highly expressed at metacestodes stage. 

Furthermore, heat shock proteins 70 family and antigen I I/3(elp) are constantly expressed 

in al l  stages. And apomucin analysis showed that M UC-2 sub-family transcripts were present 

in al l  sequenced stages and some of them were highly expressed in oncospheres, especial ly in 

Aonc. However, M UC-1 family transcripts only present in metacestodes. Functional 

annotation of E. multi locular is transcripts revealed that 769 predicted ES and 1980 predicted 

TM  proteins were enriched with gene ontology term of  ‘ extracellular region’ and increased 

‘ transmembrane transporter activity’ . A nd it was shown that the up-regulated genes in 

metacestodes were enrichment in ‘ cel l  adhesion’ when compared with oncospheres which 

indicted that many molecular that took part in the host-parasite interfaces were highly 

expression in the metacestodes to regulate the immune response for establishing the chronic 

infection. Strikingly, 97% (938/968) of the predicted trans-spl icing genes were expressed at 
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oncospheres and metacestodes, though 20% (2,177/10,669) genes in reference transcriptome 

were almost no expression. Furthermore, the protease analysis showed that there were 257 

proteases and 55 proteases inhibitor in the reference transcriptome and most of these 

proteases had relatively higher expression levels in 16Wmet, which indicated they might play 

important roles in regulating host immune response during the chronic stage of  larval 

echinococcosis. In contrast, proteases inhibitors, especially Kunitz-type protease inhibitors 

(I02), were highly expressed in oncospheres, suggesting they might play important roles to 

block the proteolytic attack in the host alimentary tract.

The results clearly showed that the expression dynamics of antigen candidates, ES proteins, 

TM  proteins, and proteases in E. multi locular is at different developmental stages/growth 

phases were differential ly regulated. These large sets of detailed and systematical results 

might provide novel insights for studying host-parasite interaction at different stages of the 

l i fe cycle. In addition, i t also serves as an invaluable resource for future experimental studies 

that aim to develop new intervention tools, including vaccines and drugs, against this parasite 

at i ts early infection phase.






